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THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE
Wednesday - December 13, 1978

8:15

Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski - The Oval Office.
_/

10:30

12:35

Mr. Jody Powell

The Oval Office.

Depart South Grounds via Motorcade en route
the Washington Hilton Hotel.
Drop-By Luncheon of HEW's National Conference
on Fraud, Abuse and Error in Social Programs.

1::15.

Return to the \'lhi te House.

2:00
{10 min.)

Drop-By Briefing for Pubiishers of Gannett
Newspapers.
(Mr. Jody Powell) - Room 308, EOB.

2:45

Ms. Sarah Weddington - The Oval Office.

(15 min.)

8:41

Depart South Grounds via Motorcade en route
the Mayflower Hotel.

8:45

Drop-By Dinner of the Business Council.

9:10

Return to the White House.

(Business Suit
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THE WHITE . HOUS:E
WASHINGTON

December 12, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

Frank :Press

SI~BJECT:

~Jorl dwi·de

:ff

___. ....

Petrol:eum Resources

A.t the DOE budget re¥iew the Vice President asked me to look into
the question of how wen we know the amount of the world's total petroleum resources and whether we can e~pect other sur,prise di'scoveries such
as the mewly found Mexicar:1 fields .. You expressed tnterest in my ·res·ponse.;
the following is a summary.
·
T!laere ts a cons·ensU·S that 1000 to 1500 bi lHon ba,rre 1s of recov.erablie o+l remain to be discovered. As much as half of this will' come
from extensions of known Ueltds, the remai:nder from new fields. Polls
of experts, and studies. by Randi,. U.S .. GeologJcal Stwvey, Mobil, B.ritish
Petroleum, and others support roughly these figures. This is about the
same as the quantity discovered' to date, ef which about 400 bi 11 ion
barrels has already been consumed and 600 billton is new in the proved
and probable reserve base. The.~e is substantial u~ncertainty, especially
at the upper er:~d; estimates of undiscovered recoverable res·ource range
up to 5000 biHion barrels although few experts sup.pert thi:s very l:ligh
estimate.
One way to get a feel for the magnitude of these numbers is to
consider the length of time this oil might last. 1600 to 2100 .billion
barrels of reserves p~·us undj:scovered resource would last about 75 to
100 years at the current worldwide consumptien of about 22 billion
barrels per year, or around 40 years i:f oil consumption grows at 3.5
percent annually. Of course, O·il consumption wiH rise ar:1d then decline
tn response to a complex set Gf economic~ technological, and tnst1tutional factors.
The uncer.tainty in the resource base deriv.es fundamental·lY from the
fact that there is simply no way te be certain how much oil a sedi'mentary
basin contains without a thorough drill~ng program. There are abeut 600
sedtmentary basins a!round the world, of which .abeut 1.60· ar.e new i.n
p:roducUon. and about 200 are ent,irel y undri lled. The consensus es ti:mates
are based on ·extrapolations of the discovery data· from the drilled areas
to those whkh are ur~drilled. 1fhis is uncertain for a number of reasons,
including: the uniqueness of the Persi.an GuH basi:n which contains over
!half tlile preser:Jt woddwid'e resource base; tl:le changing technology of
discovery and production; a•md the fact .that most of the werldwi'de d'ata
is pri'vately held by the on industry and its consultants.

It is safe to say, however, that we are probably in for more
SUrprises 11 of the Mexican sort. That ts, there remains a substantial
amount of undiscovered oil, and possibly one or more fields individually
as large as those in Mexico or the Persian Gulf.
11

The expected further discoveries will be 11 Surprises 11 only to the
extent that our energy planning mechanisms do not consider their possible occurrence; we have underplayed this uncertainty i·n developing our
.national energy policy. Over the long run, presently undiscovered oil
does not eliminate the need to prepare for the ultimate transition away
from fossil fuels, although with ·Unexpectedly large discoveries the
transttion might be delayed one or more decades. In the post-1985
period presently undiscovered oil could alleviate some of the expected
economic and strategic difficulties. For example, the possibility of
further discoveries should be taken into account in development of
strategic petroleum reserve policy. In the period before 1985, where
most of our energy policy planning has been focused, new discoveries
will riot seriously a1ter the world energy picture. However, if there is
an unexpected'ly rapid increase in Mexican production and arrangements
are made for the U.S. to receive a substantial fraction of ft, then our
strategic positi·on would be improved by the end of this period.
With the exception of the su:b-Arctk region., much of the presently
undiscovered oil is probably located in or offshore of LDC's~ where
exploration is often inhibited due to a shortage of financing and expertise, and to logistical difficulties and political forces mitigating
against the involvement of the major oil companies. It is partially due
to these problems that the oil remains undiscovered, i.e., the oil
industry naturally explores first geologically attractive areas where
the physical and poli'tical environments are most favorable. Certainly
our policies concerning these areas should, among other things, encourage
oil exploration and production. Even if major contributions to the
world oil situation are not realized, local oil and gas discoveries
could d'o much to aid the more naturally fortunate LDC 's in their own
development.
The World Bank i:s now developing a program of }oans for oil exploration in LDC's; the Bank may be able to undertake programs in this area
which the United States government could not, due to political sensitivities of the nations involved.
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llate and local pemments to improve our abDity 10 con-

taiD and minimize' the damaJtinJt cft'ectJ of oU spWs. The
pi is an ability 10 respond within m hours to a apU1 of
100,000 tons.
Oil poDution of the oceans is a terious prob1an that
caJis for CDnCCntrated, CDCIRetic.IIDd prompt attention.
I bdiew tbese mcasura constitute an efl'ec:tivc prosrutto
CDntrol it. My Admini~ration pledges its best dl'ons, in
cooperation with the international community, die Con·
,~., ·~· ~-'::~~:-;;:~~.: ·~.. /. · •.. ..-. ad the public. a.: paa vc ~ arda'• OCDDI ud
.. ·:· .
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. ,; . ·~ :. .tlllclriiiOIIII'CCI. :_ ; ...· .
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·JanrT Ct.ltfta
White House.
March 17, 1977.
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APPENDIX 2

\

Oil Pollution of the Oceans
'I'AI ~t's Mftllll• lo IN c...,.... .............
To Control tlte rm&nn. Dau4
Mtn'rU7, 1177. IINud Alar~UI, 1177

;,., J,l.,.,,

Where technolo~tic.alimpi'O\'Cmei'IU and alternatives

ean be lhown ao achinoe the ume degree of .prat.edian

against pollution, the naJcs will aUow their UK.
Experience has ~'II that ahip con!IU'UCtion and equipment ~tandards are effec.ti\oe onh· if backed b)· a ltrong
aforeemmt program.
~ qualit>· ol inapectiona
bv IDITie natioru falls abort of U.S. practice, I laave inMructed the Deparanmt of Slate ud the ~ Guard
to lqin diplomatic dfona ao imprD\oe lhe ..-ent iatcr·
IWional 8\'llan of impet"tion and cenification. In addi·
tion, I ~mend the immediate ec:heduling of a apecial
iaterD&tioDal conlc:rcncz for late 1977 to camidcr lbese
CIDDib'UCiioD lllld iDipccdaa IDCMura.
• bi..OV&IIENT ol CftW IIWldarcb and ......... I
am illltructing the Secretary of Transponation to lake
. immediate atcps to raise the licensing ud quali6calion
etuldards for AmcricaD CRWS.
The iDtanatioDal requiranenu for crew qualific.atianl.
.tUch are far flam ltria. wiD be dcaJt with by a . .,tor
iDterDaliaaa1 Clllllaenc:e we will participate iD aat ,ar.
I am iDstructinJ the Secretary of TransportatioD to idcDtif)· additional requi~enu which ahouJd be _dilcuased,
and if not included, may be impaiCd by the Unncd SWa
aflf"P .1978 on the CRWS ol all abi~ calling a& AmakaD

Because

To lilt Coaf'lll of lu Vrlil•d SI.Us:

The recent eerics of oil tanker acc:idcnta maDd acar
American watcra il a IJ'a''e reminder of the rilb UIOciated with marine uansponation ol oil. Though we can
ann tntirely eliminate these riolb, -we
reduce them.
Tod:w I am announcing a dh-cnc but interrelated p-oup

c:an

ol mu'Urcs drsiped ao do 110.
~ mc:t'IUrcs are both illtcmadaaaJ aDd damellie.
!Pollution of the oceans byaiJia,a glohal problem requiring
Rlohal solution~. I intend to communicate directly with
the lradrl" or a number or major maritime natiom to .,..
licit their suppon for iDtcrnat.ional acaiaG. Oil polluticm il
allo a IICI'ious. domestic JI!'Ciblem· requirin« prompt and
dfeni\oe actian bv the fcdcraJ p'CmlnCIIl to teduce abc
dallltef to AmeriCan lives, the American economy, ud
Ameriran beaches and ahorclines, ud thr IIepa I am tak·
ing will do this.
·
The foUo'lll'ing meuura are designed ao achieve three
ohjert.i\'e': .Fint, to reduce oD poUutian caUied by &anker
arcidrnt~ and ~· routine operational discharga ~ aD
veeel': Serond, to bnpi"CM our ability ao deal IWiftly
and cffect.i"oelr with oil spills when ~· do occur; and
Third, to pro,·ide fuJI and dependable compmsat.icm to
~ctims of oil poDut.ion damage.
These are the~ l_rccammend:
• RAnnC4T10N of the lntemat.ionaT Canventicm for
the Preventicm of Pollution from Ships. I am transmittin~t thi' far-rcachin~~: and comprehensive treaty to the
Senate for its ad,ice and corucnt. This Convention, by
bnposing Regn'lt&ted ballast requirements for DCW large
oil tankers and placing stringent controls on all oi1 di&char~ from ahips, repmcnu an bnponant multilateral
step IOW&rd reducing the risk of marine oD pollution.
In the near future, I wW submit bnplemcnting lqialation
to the CoalftiL
..
• broaM of ahip construction and equipment ll&Dd·
ards. I am instnacting the Secrc&ary ol Transportation to
dcvcJop M'lll' rula for oil tanker llandards 11rithin 60
~~'· Thac regulations wiD apply to all oil tankers CM:r
20,000 dcad~ht tons, U.S. and foreign, which call at
American pons. There regulations will include:
-Double bottorm on aD DeW tanker~;
-Segregated ballast on aD Wlkcn;
-Inert gas l)'ltCml on·aD tankers;
-Backup radar ~'llans, inducting c:o1lilian avoidance
equipment, on aD tukas; and
-Improved cmcagenqr taaiag IWldards for .U
tanka~.

111at requirement. will he fully effective within five
WAI"L

JIO!"'DlvtLOPIIIE:O.'T .of Tanker loarding PrclpaiD ad

U.S. ).Sarine Safety lnfonnation S)'llem. Scanini bnmediatel)', the Coast Guard will board and cumiDc cada
foreign.flag &anker c.alling at American pons at least once
a year ud IIKft often if neassat')~. Tbis cuminatioD will
insure that the abip meets all aafct)' and aniranmental
pro&Ktion regulations. Those ahips "'hich fail ao do .,
ma'· be denied acccs to U.S. pons or, in aome cua, titDied the right ao leave until the deficiencia ba'oe been ~
rectcd. The infonnatian gathered b)· this boarding propm will pennit the Coast Guard ~ identify indi~uaJ
lankcrs having bistoria of poor nwnu:nancc, accidala,
and pollution violations. We -.-ill also require llaat abc
eamcs of &anker owaers. maj(Jr stockholdcr5, a11d dwlp
In wsseJ barnes be.clildaled ·and included iD this Marine
Safct\·lnlormatiDD System.
.
• APPaovAJ. of Comprehensive on PODudan Uab:J.
ity and Comperuation l4i.slat.ion. I am vammltting ·~
propriatc legislation to ecabli.'h a Dingle, national tJ&aDd.
ard of lltrict liabiUt)' for oD spills. This legisJa~ il
designed to replace the present fragmented, 0\Wppang
svstems of federal and state Jiahility laws aod CIDIIlpeDD•
tiara funds. It will also create a t200 million fund ao c:lc&ft
up oil .p~ ud compensate Yiclima lor ail polhatioD
damap. ~
• IMP&ovtllii!:NT of federal ability to respond to Cli1
pollution ane~JCncies. I ba\.e directed the apprupriatc
federal aacnc:ics, panicularly lhe Co:ut Guard uuS tbe
EnviromnmtaJ Protection Aamcy. in cooperation db
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Jtesearch and d.evelopment effort to support
necessary advances to state of the art.
Principal programs in the effort follow.
(includes 10 R&D positions)

$4.4M per year

1..

Improve vessel assessments/salvage
capabilities/offloading equipment.

($6.9M over 5 years)

2.

Advance sea state in which oil
recovery units will function.

($8.9M over 5 years)

3.

Develop Arctic/ice response
capability.

($4 .9M over 5 years)

A-2
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SUMMARY OF COSTS TO IMPLEMENT PRESIDENTIAL INITIATIVES REGARDING POLLUTION
RESPONSE
.£Q[£ ( $, OOOs)

Non-recurring
Equipment Emergency Port Task Forces (EPTFs)
(includes 11 AC&I positions for 3 yr.s)

Recurring

3·3,600

Provide Per:sonnel for EPTFs (333)
Site Construction and Land Acquisition to
house EPTFs, Equipment, and relocate Strike Teams
to high spill potential areas. (incl.udes 14 AC&I
positions for 3 yrs)

1,900

4.,100
13,600

2,300

400

440

General Support
1.

Provide for training (includes 6 personnel)

2.

Provide diving capability and salvage
expertise to make rapid vessel damage
assessment possible (25 personnel)

360

3.

Administration (27 personnel)

600

lmprove the Implementation of Existing Technology
and Procedures
1.

Seek international agreement to make
technical information for performing
damage assessments on tankers readily
available.

2.

Assure availability of support vessels
for offloading and recovery operations.

3.

Improve operational techniques for oil
recovery.

4.

Insure adequate availability of
dispersants and support craft.

1,200

5.

Develop characteristics for future and
modify existing Coast Guard cutters to
support marine environmental protection
program.

8,500

A-1

300
600
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t:esponse network having
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a mean value response time of 2.2 hours to discharges

occurring at the most probable locations for major oil pollution incidents,
with 99.5% of the response efforts to spills s t t'hese locations being
accomplished in less than six hours.
f.

Sufficient equipment should be placed in each geographical

spill region to permit a response to be mounted to recover up to one
111illion gallons .of oil at any one site in the region within 72 hours
after Tecovery operations are undertaken (weather, and safety considerations not withstanding).

Equipment and personnel levels to achieve this

are provided in the report.

13 OCT 1978
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,,
th.e. west coast,

Such actions would be costly and would not guarantee

that the stockpiles would be close enough to the spill si.te to obviate
the need for considerable air support.

RECOMMENDATIONS
a.

The Coast Guard should carry out an active program of research

and development, engineering application, and operational testing to
advance the state of the art in pollution response in those areas where
it bas been concluded that advancemt:nt is possible and warranted •.
b.

The Coast Guard' should seek to negotiate an international agreement

through the Intergover111Dental Maritime Consultative Organization to require
tanker owners to file information such as ship's plans and stability data.
These data, which may be needed in emergencies should be available at
specified locations so that it can be quickly accessed when needed.
c.

The Coast Guard should modify its vessels and aircraft and develop

future requirements, as well as execute standby contracts as necessary,
1n order to alleviate problems .associated with the availability of pollution

response support vessels and aircraft.
d.

The highest .priority should be given to developing those items

dealing with improvements in offloading and salvage capabilities, as successes
1n these areas will reduce the volume of oil entering the oceans.

e.
~ocations

Oil pollution response equipment should be sited at fourteen
in the lower forty-eight states (Boston, MA; New Yo.rk, NY;

Philadelphia, PA; Portsmouth, VA; Clearwater, FL; Pascagoula, MS;
Hew Orleans, LA; Sabine, TX; Galves·ton, TX; and Port Aransas, TX;
Los Angeles, CA; San Francisco, CA; Seattle, WA and Chicago, IL, as well
as Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.

This will result in a pollution

63
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mUIPMENT LEVELS AND TRANSPORT

a.

The frequency with which spills of a few million gallons of oil

occur (approximately once per year) implies that a capability should exist
within each general geographical region to quickly handle a response of
this magnitude.
b.

The historical frequency of spills 5 million gallons and greater

is approximately one every five. years.

Spills of this magnitude should

therefore be handled on a national rather than regional basis.
c.

The amount of emergency offloadiDg equipment required to es,tablish

the level of capability specified above for each geographical region will
provide the capability needed to meet the offloading requirements of a
massive discharge.
d.

The number of oil recovery units needed in each regional geo-

graphical area to establish the level of capability indicated above will
also provide the capability to cope with the mean discharge rates that can
be expected during a massive spill.
e.

Provided equipment is sited .along the geographic corridors

of high spill potential the vast majority of transport requirements for
equipment needed to cope with massive spills occur.ring on the Eas.t and
Gulf Coas.ts can be met by land transport.
f.

Massive spills occurring on the west coast of the United States

would require quick and significant support from the U. S. Air Force if
an adeq,uate response is to be launched in a timely manner.

The only

apparent alternative to avoid this dependence would be to place large
amounts of equipment in stockpiles at various additional locations along

62
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b.

Analysis of spill threats for various st:ographical regions

indicates that maj.or threat areas generally are confined to specific
geographical corridors, rather than being dispersed widely throughout
the country.

It is possible to formulate a siting configuration that

1eets the six hour response goal by placing equipment within these
corridors rather than at widely dispersed sites.
c.

It is not possible to formulate an all air delivery con-

figuration to meet the six hour response criteria utilizing only the
existing Coast Guard heavy lift capability.

MASSIVE SPILL THREAT
a.

Causes of past large aDd

~~assive

tanker spills within 50

nautical miles of shore were groundings {24%), strandings {43%),
collisions (19%), and mechanical and structural failures (14%).
b.

Average outflow rates of the order of 200 to 600 tons per hour

have been characteristic of the larges,t tanker spills.

Discharge

quantities from 100,000 to 220,000 tons have been observed.
c.

Data on OCS related accidents show that the discharge rates ranged

from 6 to over 100 tons per hour, wi,th total volumes ranging from 7,000 to
40,000 tons.
d.

Based on assumptions on oil imports, Alaskan oil productions and

distribution, possible deepwater ports, and future oil demand, the Pacific
Northwest Coast and Straits of Florida appear to have a higher potential
for massive spills fran tanker operations than other parts of the country.
e.

There is a greater probability that a massive discharge will

involve a crude oil, rather than refined oil.

61
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~urces

for the years 1974-77 it was estimated that the average number

of spills over 50,000 gallons in all U.S. coastal waters is ·0.031V/MT,
where V is the petroleum throughput in millions of tons.
b.

Based on existing t·hroughput levels approximately 22 s.pills

greater than 50,000 gallons can be expected to occur in the U.S. this
year (1978).

Approximately 80% of the total volume of oil spilled wi11

result from these few spill incidents.
c.

Spills from transient

ports are much less likely

~o

~ankers

occur

and barges, and from deepwater

~ban

are discharges from conventional

oil port operations and Outer Continental Shelf production.
data are available to estimate accurately

~he

spill

~hreat

Insufficient
associated

with lightering operations.
d.

At the historic 0 •. 031V/MT spill rate the U.S. can expec.t about

38 coastal spills over 50·,000 gallons in 1985, assuming no changes in
oil transport technology.

If about 440 million tons per year are received

and transported through deepwater ports, the expected spills in 1985 are
estimated at 26, only slightly more than the number projected for 1.978.

!X?UIPMENT SITING/SIX HOUR RESPONSE.

a.

Siting emergency offloading and oil recovery equipment at

various loca.tions throughout the United States can provid•e for a quick
and effective response to the vast majority of pollution incidents; and
will also result in the elimination of a threat of a d·ischarge on a
number of occasions.

But it is unrealistic to expect that such actions

will result in an effective offloading and/or oil recovery operation being
possible during every pollution incident.

13 OCT 1978
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j.

The influence of ice in varying forms on. an oil recovery

operation is complex.

In general its presence will tend to confine

the spilled oil by natural containment, retard evaporation, and expand
the tiDie frames over which response actions can be taken.

It may also

make response actions difficult or impossible.
k.

A Coast Guard sponsored research and development effort nearing

completion has the potential for producing a skimmer which will recover
oil in up to eight knots of current in harbor conditions (in. seas up to
a two-foot chop).
1.

It will be necessary on certain occasions to consider offloading

(jettisoning) a small percentage of the cargo from a distressed vessel
directly into the sea when there is a need to free the vessel in order
to avert it breaking up and discharging its entire cargo.

This will occur

When the vessel's condition is considered to be such that there is a strong
chance that it will break up before offloading could be initiated or completed.
m.

Another salvage technique that will be used from time to tiDie will

be to intentionally flood a d'istressed vessel to put it firmly on the ·bottan
so that it can better withstand the forces being placed on it by waves and
the current.

The vessel would then be raised at a later date when the

weather could be expected to permit offloading to be accomplished successfully .•
n.

Regardless of advances made in the state of the art, there will

be occasions when weather cond·itions, considerations for the safety of
response personnel, and other factors will prohibit effective response effor·ts
from being carried out.

NON-MASSIVE SPILL THREAT

a.

From an examination of spill data from the various available

59
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..
e.

Prelim·mary investigations also indicate that most oils will be

fully d·ispersed into the water column when sea states are in excess of
ten to twelve feet in height.
f.

It appears technically feasible to develop a dedicated open water

skimming vessel which could recover oil in the highest sea state in which
a slick might exist.

Such a vessel could incorporate many of the subsystems

required to support a response operation.
device are very high in canparison

~o

'The proj.ected costs for such a

alternative approaches.

The

capital iuvestment is not expected to result in a system capable of recovering
p-eater amounts of oil or capable of serviug as large a geographical area
as can be projected for other less costly alternatives.
g.

The two most promising candidates for open water recovery are

the skimming barrier and vessel of opportunity skimming sy·stem (VOSS).
Both need to be supported by vessels having very low speed towing and
maneuvering capability.

There are relatively few of such vessels avail-

able throughout the U. S.
h.

The greatest potential for winter pollution incidents can be

shown to exist in the northeast sector of the U. S.

An average duration

of weather favorable to recovery of slightly less than 3 days can be
expected, wi.th 34% of the periods of favorable wea.ther exceeding that
time in this area.

A ''weather window" of this size is considered to

offer a good potential for carrying out recovery operations.
i.

Although it appears that dispersants can be applied in any weather

conditions in which a slick would exist, there is considerable controversy
about their effect on the environment.

There is both a limited supply

and limited capability to spray dispersants within t·he U. S.
- -. ·-

,58
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECm!-1ENDATIONS

The major conclusions and recommendations of the study effort

to

determine the feasibility of implementing the Presidential Initiatives
concerning pollution and response stated in the Presidential! Message
of 17 Uarch 1977 on the prevention of oil pollution of the seas are
summarized in this section.

CONCLUSIONS

Feasibility of Improving the State 'of the Art of Pollution Response
Teehniques and Equipment.
a.

The Tapid offloading of a distressed vessel can be impeded by:

lack of ship's plans and stability information, and/or insufficient
data concerning the vessel's condition; time delays in accessin8 heavy
salvage gear or vessels to offload into; or because of limitations in
the offloading equipment itself (capacity and ability to pump very viscous
fluids).
b.

Improvements can be achieved in all of the above cited areas

except one.

It is considered unlikely that a significant improvement

can be made in the rate with which emergency offloading pumps remove
cargo.
c.

Existing oil recovery units can be expected to function in five

foot seas and currents at speeds of advance of less than 1-1/2 knots.
d.

It appears that the existing limitations on state of the art

pollution response equipment can be extended so that oil recovery
operations can be carried out in wind-driven seas of up to seven feet
in the near future, and eventually in wind-driven seas of up to ten feet.

57
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It is recommended that the proposed response structure and acquisitions
be accomplished over a three-year period.

This will permit sufficient time

to perform the .necessary land acquisition, cons·truction, and training of
personnel.

Dollar levels ezpressed in this document are approximate 1978 dollars.
Individual items may requi~e adjustment pending the completion of
detailed acquisition planning.

1 S OCT 1978
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goal.

Of paramount importance is the need for 333 new personnel to provide for a

sn:ini'mum tYenty-four hour watch to permit equipment to be. readied and/.tJr transported
to the scene of a pollution incident upon notification of need.

The personnel also

p.rovide a limited response force for deploying and operating response equipment.
It is interesting to note that regional forces, or Emergency Port Task Forces,, are
already called for in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972, as amended.
These forces will be supplemented by the existing National Strike Force when
pollution incidents occur which are beyond an EPTF's capabilities.

The need for

making rapid damage assessments of distressed vessels was addressed in section 3.
The National Strike Force is considered to be the logical group to provide this
service.

Twenty-five new personnel should be added to the Strike Force for this

purpose.

It 111ust be recognized that r,esponse personnel are needed at each area

if the rapid response goal is to be met.

A summary of the various acquisition

and support costs required to implement the response system is included in Table 6.2.
TABLE 6.2
SUMMARY OF A~UISITION AND SUPPORT COSTS ASSOCIATED
WITH RECOMMENDED RESPONSE SYSTEM
COST ($,000s)

ITEI--1

NQn-recurring
Equipment for Emergency Port Task Force (EPTF)
(includes 11 AC&I positions for 3 yrs)

33,600

1,900
4,100

Provide personnel for Emergency Port Task Forces
(333 personnel)
Site Cons.truction and I:.and Acquisition to house
EPTF and Equipment, and relocat·e strike teams to
high spill potential areas. (includes 14 AC&I
positions for 3 yrs)

Recurring

13,600

2.,300

400

440

GENERAL SUPPORT
1.

Provide for proper training (includes 6 personnel)

2.

Provide diving capability and salvage
expertise to make rapid vessel d'amage
assessment possible. (25 personnel)

360

3.

General administration (27 personnel)

600

TOTAlS

47,600

9,700
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spills could also be made from the proposed site configuration, but only
if a rapid and significant level of air support were provided by the
U.S. Air Force.

Since it is very likely that arrangements can be made

with the Air Force for such support, it is concluded that the massive
spill threat can be met reasonably by the levels of equipment necessary
to meet the non•massive spill threat.

SUMMARY.

The levels of equipment specified in Table 6.1 for each of the

recommended equipment sites will collectively provide for a rapid response
to discharges of oil occurring in the coastal regions, ports and harbors'•
and Great Lakes.

The levels will allow each geographical region to

undertake recovery of a discharge of up to one million gallons in a period
of 72 hours.

This will permit each region to respond in a timely manner

to the largest size discharges that can be expected to occur with any
reasonable degree of frequency.

The configuration will collectively provide a means for responding
effectively to discharges of massive proportions, provided adequate air
support is made available by the

u.s.

Air Force for incidents occurring

on the West Coast.

It is therefore recODIIIended that the equipment specified in Table 6.1
be considered for procurement and staging at the locations indicated.

FINANCIAL

A.-.ro

SUPPORT CONSIDERATIONS.

The capital investment of $32.8~1

required to procure response equipment is but one of the expenses that
must be incurred in order to achieve the six hour response and 100,, 000 ton
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to maintain one oil recovery unit in each region to address routine
discharges occurring during the time of the massive spilL

Based on

t:hese assumptions,, 13 emergency offloading units, and 26 oil recovery units
would be available for use during a massive discharge.

As indicated in Section

5, there is a worst case need for 11 offloading units

and a sufficient number of oil recovery units to keep :up with an outflow rate

of approximately 200 tons per hour that would be expected fr.om a massive spill.
The 13 offloading units available in the configuration meet the offloading
requirements.

The 26 recovery units available represent a collective

Tecovery rate of approximately 220 tons per hour and therefore meet the
potential need for recovery units.

It can be concluded that the inventory

of equipment required to address the non-massive spill threat provides
sufficient amounts of eq.uipment to address the massive spill requirements,
provided the equipment can be collected and delivered in the necessary
time frame.

TRANSPORTATION CONSIDERATIONS.

The period of time over which the various

amounts of equipment would be required to be delivered to the scene of a
massive spill were determined for the various massive spill scenarios
outlined' in s·ection 5.
The analysis underlined the importance of promptly initiating response
actions.

It further indicated that the vast majority of transport require-

ments for massive spills occurring on the Eas-t and Gulf coasts can be met
by transporting the needed equipment over land.

The analysis further

indicated that the delivery times required for possible West Coast massive
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_.

RECOVERY UNITS*

OFFLOADING UNITS*

OTHER CAPABILITIES

ALASKA

Anchorage

0

·0

b

Kodiak

2

1

a, e

1

1

a, c

...!

.2

47

18

HAWAII
Barbers Point, HI
PUERTO RICO
San .Juan, PR
TOTAL

c

Jlotes.
a • Coast Guard air delivery capability in area
b • Fast current unit site
c • Harbor skimmer site
d • 255,000 gallon portable storage bag available
e • Special equipment to deal with ice response

*•

Current inventories of response equipment include sixteen open water
barriers (of which six are now being converted to skimming barriers).
Provided expected FY79 funding materialize•& the remaining ten will
be converted and ten new

s~ing

barriers will be purchased.

Eighteen

emergency offloading ·sys·tems are also included in the current inventory.

MASSIVE SPILL CONSIDERATIONS,

The following assumptions were made in

determining the amount of equipment shown in Table 6.1 tha:t would be
available to respond to a massive spill: (a.) Ten pereent of the inventory
will be in overhaul or a state of disrepair; (b) Equipment outside of the
lower forty-eight states is not readily available for use;

52

(c) It is desirable
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ice conditions or areas of fast current, were addressed.

The resulting

levels of equipment are indicated in Table 6.1.

TABLE 6.1

P·ROPOSED EQUIPMENT LEVElS FOR RECOMMENDED SITE CONFIGURATION
EQUIPMENT LEVElS
EAST COAST

ltECOVERY UNITS*

OFFLOADING UNITS

OTHER CAPABILITIES
(see uotea.)

Boston, MA

4

1

c, d

5ew York, NY

3

1

b, d

Philadelphia, PA

6

2

b, d, e

Portsmouth/Norfolk, VA

2

1

b

Alexandria :Bay

0

0

b

Clearwater, FL

3

1

a·, d(2)

Pascagoula, MS

2

1

c

New Orleans, LA

4

1

b, d

Sabine, TX

2

1

c

Galveston, TX

4

1

b, d

Port Aransas, TX

2

1

b

Los Angeles, CA

3

1

d

San Francisco, CA

4

1

a, b, d

Seattle, WA

3

1

b, d

Portland, OR

0

0

b

1

1

e

GULF COAST

WEST COAST

GREAT LAKES
Chicago, IL
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with an average frequency of approximately one per year over the past
~en

years,

Additionally, discharges of greater than five million gallons

(16, 234 tons) have only occurred twice during this time.

Because of

the

relatively high frequency of large volume spills it was decided that each
general geographic region of high spill potential should have ready access
to the equipment uecessary to cope with an actual or potential discharge
of up to one million gallons.
~o

Further, the response effort should be able

be completed within the average period of approximately three days, the

time between winter storms when weather conditions are uot expected to exceed
~he

limitations of response equipment.

Equipment levels were then determined for each location in the preferred
site configura.tion.
the

Consideration was

given to the spill potential within

specific region serviced by each. location and the amount of equipment

commercially available.
specific equipment needs.

The following criteria were also used in determining
Six state of the art recovery units can be ex-

pected to recover one million gallons of oil in three days.

One emergency

·offloading unit will provide sufficient pumping capability to meet
routine requirements (one unit can offload· one million gallons in a day).

The need ,to deliver response equipment by land, water and air and to provide
a limited amount of portable storage capacity was also considered.

ln

addition, a lim:l:ted harbor skimming capability is required in those areas
where harbor skimming devices are not available through the commercial
eector and open water skimming units are not expected to
ments.

fulfill require-

Finally, region specific ueeds, such as the existence of winter

50
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6.

GENERAL.

llF.QUIRED EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL SUPPORT LEVELS

The information developed thus far indicates that, within

certain limitations, equipment atld techniques exist for coping with
actual and potential pollution incident's.

It also indicates that a

capability to respond to a large number of expected pollution incid·ents
within six hours of notification can be established by siting equipment
at a ltmited number of locations within the

u.s.,

and Puerto Jlico.

Further, the information in Section 5 shows that a certain inventory of
equipment is Deeded in order to respODd effectively to a pollution isacident
of massive proportions.

The amount of equipment that should be maintained

at each site, within each geographical region and in the nation as a whole,
is discussed below.

The level of support personnel required to insure a

rapid response and to maintain the equipment is also addressed.

APPROACH.

Several methods were investigated to determine the relative

amounts of equipment which should be maintained at the various locations
in the preferred site configuration.

The approach used was to consider

first the "non-massive" spill part of .this problem, and then to make any
necessary adjustments to provide· for an adequate response to a massive
discharge.

NON-MASSIVE SPILL CONSIDERATIONS.

A review of the national spill data

from 1974-77 indicates that 95% of all discharges have ·been less than
approximately one million gallons (3,248 tons) in size.

Spills greater than

or equal to this size have occurred in the coastal waters of the U.S.
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oil discharged during tanker accidents.

Because of this it will be

Decessary to consider taking alternative actions, such as jettisoning or
ballasting dow , when expected weather conditions preclude offloading the
vessel.

It must be recognized that because of evaporation and natural mixing, even
UDder optimum conditions, it is unlikely that recovery rates of greater
than 50% can be achieved for massive discharges involving crude oil.
Purtber, due to the unusual extreme of conditions in the arctic it wUl be
unlikely that over 25% of any oil spilled in massive discharges in the
arctic will be recovered.

48
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The need for carrying out a research and development effort to insure
'that the kinds of equipment needed to sup.port arctic response are developed
in time to meet the spill threat that will accompany development of OCS

oil in arctic regions is addressed in Section 3.

SUMMARY.

Although only a limited number of discharges of oil of 100,000

tons or greater have occurred throughout the world, the threat of an
:Incident occurring within the vicinity of the

u.s.

is real and will increase

as more oil is moved by larger sized tankers.

The larges.t spills will most likely occur as a result of tanker accidents
and involve crude oil.

The mean outflow rates to be expected will be

from 200 to 600 tons per hour.

If conditions are such that the discharging

vessel will break up • the break up should occur over an extended period
of time (approximately 350 hours) with oil being discharged periodically
during the incident.

Finite amounts of s,tate of the art pollution response equipment can technically cope with the .pumping and .recovery requirements that can be expected from massive discharges.

The use of this equipment will however, be

restricted during periods of adverse weather (see Section 3).

It may also

be limited because of a lack of availability of support vessels, or a lack of
information about the discharging vessel.

Actions that can be taken to

alleviate or minimize a number of these limitations are recommended in
Section 3.
Since tanker accidents often occur during periods of bad weather, it is
unrealistic to expec,t that it will al117ays be possible to offload or recover
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to discharge into will most likely limit the rate at which oil can be
recovered.

Proposals for minimizing these limitations were outlined

1n Section 3.

The scenarios addressed thus far are considered to be representative of
feasible worst case situations that could occur in temperate elimates.
Several other scenarios were developed to determine what could be done in
response to spills occurring in arctic regions.

The "worst case" arctic

ec:euario studied was a well blowout during February of a very large
reservoir in the Chukchi Sea caused from a ground fault within 100 feet
of the drill rig.

The oil release rate of 7,000 tons per day is

accompanied by a continuous release of gas.

The blowout is arrested with

the completion of a relief well after 45 days, but not before some 300,000
tons of oil are discharged.

The. result of modeling this and o.ther possible scenarios indicate that the
response to a massive discharge in arctic regions of Alaska presents the
most difficult set of conditions to deal with.

These same .conditions,

however, will tend to confine the spilled oil by natural containment, retard
evaporation, and expand the time frames over which response actions can be
taken.

At the same time, recovery actions will be made more difficult,

if not impossible.

The problem of Arctic response is addressed in the

rec011111ended r.esearch and development program.
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will have to be undertaken when weather conditions are such that there is
insufficient time to safely offload a distressed vessel .before its possible
destruction.

The need for accomplishing improvements in state of the art offloading
equipment, vessel damage assessment and salvage techniques, and fo·r
:insuring that of.floading vessels are available is addressed i11 Section 3.

Another area to be addressed is the amount of skimming capability
needed to cope with a aassive spill.

Calculations based on the first two

scenarios indicate that as many as fifty-four of the state of the art
recovery units identified in Section 3 might be needed to keep up with
the maxim\DD ra·te at which recoverable product might be released.

The scenario which suggested the need for fifty-four units amounted to
a "worst case" situation in which 100,000 tons of oil were discharged
instantaneously and recovery was to be accomplished in approximately
three days.

The probability for such an event occurring is considered

too remote to be used as a planning factor.

History implies that dis•

charges will occur over a finite period of time, with rates around 200 tons
per hour being most likely (although a mean rate of approximately 600 tons
per hour has been observed once).

The rate of 200 tons per hour equates to

approximately 25 state of the art oil recovery uni.ts.

As was the case for

offloading, i·t is technically feasible to meet the recovery requirement.
The problem of having an adequate number of proper tow vessels and tank vessels
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48 hours using emergency offloading equipment is needed to meet
11

worst case" threats of massivedischarges from groundings and/or strand-

1ngs of very large crude carriers.

It can be shown that 11 sets of the

state of the art portable offloading units identified in Section 3 will
be required to accomplish this.

It would however, require relatively

ideal working and weather conditions, rapid access to information on
the ship, and the baediate availability of a sufficient number of
tank vessels to offload into.

Under conditions, such as those simulated in the scenarios, where bad
weather permitted only a short period of time for removal of a very
large amount of oil, it would be necessary to consider other alternatives
such as jet.tisoning some of the oil.

This would expedite removing the

stranded vessel and avoid the possibility of the vessel breaking up
and s·pilling its entire

ca~go .•

Another alternativewould be to flood the vessel (ballasting down) so
that it could be put firmly on the bottom to better withstand the forces being
placed on it by the severe weather cond'itions.

The condition of the vessel

would have to be known to determine whether such an action would be safe.
The ballasted vessel would then be refloated at a later time when the
weather conditions would perm:l:t the vessel to be safely offloaded.

The general conclusion to be drawn is that it is technically feasible
to satisfy the "worst case" offloading situation developed in the
scenario, using state of the art response equipment.

It is more likely

however, that other alternatives such as jettisoning or ballasting down
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it is not possible to predict with certainty the risks which may be
as.sociated with platform produc.tion in. these "frontier" areas.

It is

believed however, that the harshness of the Alaskan environment may tend
to make it a more likely site for a massive discharge.

The Atlantic

Coast area is considered to be a less likely spot than Alaska, but more
likely than the other two areas because of its ..novice" status.

SCEN:ARI.OS.

The information developed above was utilized to cons true t

plausible scenarios for possible massive spills at the locations identified
as being most probable.

Consideration was &iven to the typical and worst

types of weather that might be encountered, and expected evaporation,
spreading, and mixing rates for the oil.

Two scenarios for which d'etailed responses were developed included:

o

The grounding and subsequent stranding during February in the Strai.ts

of Juan de Fuca of a Trans-Alaskan Pipeline 165,000 DWT tanker, carrying
154,000 tons of Prudhoe Bay Crude, with the subsequent loss of all cargo.

o

A collision during July in the Straits of Florida of a 356,000 DWT

tanker., carrying 335,000 tons of Arabian crude on voyage from the Gulf of
Persia to LOOP, with a 15,000 DWT tanker carrying 12,000 tons of residual oil.
As a result of the collision 96,000 tons of oil are released into the sea.

The Tesponse is complicated by a fire. resulting from -the collision.
CX>NCLUSIONS.

The study of these scenarios indicates that a capability to

offload approximately 100,000 tons o.f crude oil in a pumping period of
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..
or .another Gulf Coast deepwater port or to an Atlantic Coast deepwater
port.

Adjustments for this possible shift were considered.

The results of the analysis indicate that East Coast receipts of crude
will account for 30% of total
will come from the southeast.

u.s.

crude movement, almost all of which

Gulf Coast receipts of crude will account for

26% of the total U.S. crude movement, virtually all of which passes through
the Straits of Florida.

Pacific Coast receipts of crude will amount to

25% f.rom Alaska (north) and 16% from south or southwest.

These projections imply that there will be two coastal areas where crude
oil traffic will substantially increase, and, in fact, domi:na,te U.S.
coastal crude oil movements.

They are the Straits of Florida and the

West Coast from Alaska.

Secondarily, heavy crude and product traffic will move up the East Coast
from the Caribbean, f.rom the Straits of Florida., and from West African
ports, in addition to possible large crude carriers from the Persian Gulf
to deepwater ports in the northeast U.S. via the South Atlantic.

OCS SPILL LOCATIONS.

During the 198o-1990 time period a massive spill

could occur in any one of four OCS r.egions:
coast of Southern California, over the
oil areas off the coast of Alaska.

u.s.

the Gulf of Mexico, off the
Atlantic OCS, or from offshore

Since only a limited amount of

exploratory drilling has occurred off the Atlantic and Alaskan coasts,
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discharges greater than 3,000 tons.

The review indicates that quantities

of oil from 7,468 to 38,961 tons (2.3 to 12 million gallons) were discharged in from 10 to 56 days at average rates of from 5. 6 to 140 tons
per hour (1, 725 to 43,120 gallons).

Several platform incidents were

accompanied by fires, which burned off a la:rge part of the outflow.

It

was not possible to calculate outflow rates from pipeline ruptures froc
existing data.

The general conclusion to be drawn is that OCS platform blowouts, in the
absence of fires, can reach outflow levels of 100 to 200 tons per hour

(30,800 to 61,600 gallons).

MASSIVE SPILL LOCATIONS.

While the probability of any massive spill is

small, the likelihood of one occurring in certain locations, relative
to others, is considered to be more substantial.

An. analysis was performed

to id'entify those areas within the U.S. that are considered to be the
more likely locations for a massive spill.

TANKER SPILL LOCATIONS.

The method employed to locate. poten.tial massive

spill areas that might result from tanker acciden.ts was to projec.t l:J.S.
coastal tanker traffic to 1985.

To accomplis·h this, several coas-tal ar.eas

covering the major parts of the U.S. coas-t were selected, and the fraction
of traffic through each area in 1985 was· estimated.

Pred'ictions for the

1985 levels included adjustments to flows for Canadian traffic and for
the flow of Alaskan oil.

.It is also possible that by 1985 Persian Gulf

traffic, presen·tly transhipped in the Carribean, will go directly to LOOP
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it is considered that the maximum sized crude carriers which will be found
in

u.s.

waters will fall in the 250,000 to 350,000 DWT range.

HISTORI.C PLATFORM/PIPELINE SPILLS.

Another possible source of a massive

oil spill in U.S. waters is as a result of petroleum production activities
on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS).

Added interest has been generated

in OCS development because of the country's increasing dependency on oil

1:mports.

Exploratory drilling has only recently begun in the Baltimore

Canyon area.

In addition, activity is anticipated in the Georges Bank

Trough, in the Gulf of Alaska and in the Beaufort Sea.

Data on oil spills occurring on t·he OCS have been collected for over twenty
years.
o

An analytical review of this information indicates that:
It is unlikely that a massive spill will be caused by a drilling

accident.
o

Collision of ships with either drilling rigs or production plat-

forms, and weather induced major accidents are rare and historically have
not resulted in massive spills.
o

Production platform and pipeline accid·ents are the sources of most

spills and have resulted in the largest volumes of oil spilled.
A detailed analysis of worldwide spills from offshore platforms and associated :
w.derwater pipelines was then undertaken in order to·ascertain the
characteristics that would most likely be observed during massive spills
from these sources.

As in the case of tankers, data were collected for
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Although the amount of data available is too small to alloW firm conclusions, it appears that groundings (24%) are most likely to occur within
or at the entrance to a major harbor, or within 25 miles of a major harbor.

The data also suggest that groundings are more likely to lead to

explosions or fires than are strandings.

(Strandings are those incidents

in which the vessel remains hard aground after striking the bottom).
Strandings (43%) are found to be by far the most prevalent incident type.

Of these, almost 90% are coastal.
occurred in or uear a harbor.

Of all collisions (19%), only one

Fires and/or explosions occurred in slightly

less than half of all collisions.

Structural and/or mechanical failures

appear to account for the remaining 14% of the incidents.

In the majority

of these last cases the vessels were 10 or more years old.

The larger sized spills in the data base were also studied to determine
possible rates of discharge that might be encountered.

Outflow data on

collisions were not included due to their general non-availability.

That

outflow data on collisions are not available is testimony to the fact that
fires and/or explosions often result from collisions.

The analysis ind'icates

that mean discharge rates as large as 200 to 600 tons per hour (61,.000 to
184,800 gallons) can be expected from accidents involving the largest
of tankers.

Another observation .is that in the two strandings in whic·h the vessel
eventually broke up because of wave action, it took about 350 hours before
the vessels became fully open to the sea.

The data also suggest, as does

a review of nomal transport practices, that the largest possible spills
will most likely involve crude oils rather than refined produc,t.
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5.

GENERAL.

MASSIVE SPILL CONSIDERATIONS

This section investigates the potential for a massive spill

. occurring in U. S. water.s and discusses the general locations and probable conditions under which massive discharges might occur.

The outflow

rates and duration of discharges which would most likely result are
also discussed.

This information is then utilized to estimate the amount

of response equipment that might be needed to deal with a massive spill.

mSTORIC TANKER SPILLS. The U. S. dependency on imported petroleum
has increased markedly.

This dependency is expected to continue over the

next 10 to 15 years despite added emphasis on Outer Continental Shelf
(OSC), North Slope development, and the development of alt·ernative
sources of energy.

Much of the imported oil coming into the

u. S. as well

as that from Alaska, will be transported by very large crude carriers.
The threat of an accidental massive discharge occurring in the U.S. waters
will increase as the presence of these vessels becomes more frequent.

A review of past oil pollution incidents throughout the world indicates
that four incidents have occurred since 1967 in which 100,000 or more tons
of oil (30,800,000 gallons) have been discharged.
tons, and one discharged 220·,000 tons).
:ln detail.

(Three involved 100,000

These massive spills were S·tudied

Forty other incidents during which at least 3,000 tons

(924,000 gallons) were discharged within 50 miles of .a coastline were also
analyzed in order to determine the most probable conditions under which
massive discharges might occur.

Eleven of the incidents studied involved

tankers with a dead weight tonnage of greater than 100,000 tons.
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* This

indicates the number of spills greater than 50,000 gallons which

are expected to occur in t·he area serviced by the site.

It should be

noted that lesser sized spills will also occur in these areas and be
serviced by the sites,.

The figures also do not include assistance

rendered to adj.acent sites.

**This estimate may double in 1985 depending on ultimate disposition of
Alaskan crude.
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TABLE 4.3
SPILL THREAT ANALYSIS FOR PROPOSED SITING CONFIGURATION

-SITE

ANNUAL SPILLS RESPONDED TO*

AVERAGE RESPONSE TUIE

EAST COAST
Boston. t1A

1.43

New York, NY

2.16

2.0

Philadelphia,, PA

5.36

1.6

Portsmouth/Norfolk, VA

0.62

2.8

Clearwater, FL

Ll3

5.0

Pascagoula. HS

1.15

1 .• 8

:New Orleans. LA

3.78

1.8

Sabine. TX

1.30

2.2

Galveston. TX

1.02

2.6

Port Aransas, TX

o. 76

2.2

Los Angeles • CA

1.61

2.1

San Francisco, CA

1.24

1.9

Seattle, WA

o. 52**

Gtn.F · COAST

"WEST COAST

GREAT LAKES
Chicago. IL

0.15

3.3

3.19

1.8

0.19

1.6

0.09

1.6

ALASKA

Valdez/Anchorage. AK

HAWAII
Barbers Point, HI

PUERTO RICO/VI
San .Juan, PR
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SUMUARY.

The thesis of achieving the six hour response goal by si·ting

equipment in those general areas considered to have a greater potential
for major spills,, rather than at widely dispersed areas (to provide
sparse coverage to many geographic areas) is considered valid.

The selection of a configuration designed to minimize response time
to the specific geographical areas that have the highest spill potential
rather than to contain the greatest number of possible debarkation ports
1u six hours, should result in a shorter average response time.

This.

in turn, should result in greater volumes of oil being recovered..

It will

be shown in Section 6 that this will also permit the amount of equipment at

eaCh site to be reduced, since assistance can be readily provided from zeographically adjacent sites when larger spills occur.

The level of success that the proposed configuration will have in
achieving the six-hour response goal remains to be tested.

Nevertheless,

the check against historical data, and the fact that a very large
percentage of oil throughput is expected to occur in close proximity to
the proposed sites appear to give the configuration a good chance for
success.

It is therefore recommended that the configuration shown

Figure 4.1 be adopted for achieving the six-hour response goal.

As

indicated in Table 4.3 the proposed configuration will provide d·irect coverage
to major ports areas where the potential in 1985 for spills greater
than

so.ooo

gallons is expected to vary from more than five spills per

year to as little as one in 11 years.

The configuration :l:s considered

to provide as much high-density coverage as is reasonable to expect.
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8-HOUR COVERAGE PROVIDED BY RECOMMENDED CONFIGURATION

to these locations that require l.ess than 6 hours should approximate
99.5%.

A check of historical data indicates that 90% of past spills

greater than 50,000 gallons, and 88.5% of spills between 10,000 and 50,000
gallons occurred within six hours of the proposed equipment site locations.
This accounts for 90% of all oil spilled and reinforces the thesis that
equipment should be sited around locations thought to have the greates,t
spill potential.

A better i'Ddication of the general coverage provided

by the proposed configuration is given by the fact that approximately
82% of oil ports within the

u.s.

having an annual throughput of 1000 tons

(308,000 gallons) or -ore are located

~thin

six hours of the propoaed

sites, while none of the remaining 18% are further than ten hours away.
ALTERNATIVES BASED ON ADDED AIR DELIVERY.

The question of further improving

response capability and/or reducing the number of sites beyond those
indicated in the proposed configuration by adding additional air delivery
capability was addressed.
o

The conclusions were that:

An all air delivery configuration, utilizing existing Coast Guard

heavy lift air capability, would fail to meet the six hour response criteria
on the average of one in five. spills.

It would also not provide a sufficient

amount of equipment during this time frame.
o

The replacement of any significant number of proposed' sites within

the configuration by an existing Coast Guard heavy-lift air site will
also have an adverse affect on the capability of the configuration in
the geographical area where the shift is made.
o

Adding more airlift capability to the proposed configuration

results in very little improvement to the overall capability.
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EVALUATION CRITERIA.

Configurations baaed on the approaches described

above were formulated and improved through an iterative process.

The

resulting configurations were then critically evaluated against the
following criteria:
o

Mean Value of Response Time (time to deliver equipment to the
location at which the staging for response is to take place)

o

Fr,action of Response Times in excess of 6 hours

o

Fraction of Historic Spills Responded to within 6 hours

The first two criter,ia were

calcula~ed

from the projected 1985 spill

threat; the third criterion vas obtained from the 1974-77 spill history.
Of the three, aost weight was placed on the mean value response time,

since it is believed that this criterion is most closely related to
spill recovery effectiveness.

RESULTS.

Figure 4.1 is the site configuration which resulted from this

analysis.

It calls for siting equipment at fourteen locations in the

lower forty-eight states, as well as in Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico.
This equipment will be delivered primarily by water or land from all
loca.tions.

A limited air delivery capability is included to provide for

delivery of initial and/or supplemental equipment, particularly to dis.tant
spill locations.

This configuration results in a mean value of response time for spills
occurring at the probable locations for major pollution incidents of 2.2
hours.

Calculations further indicate that the percentage of responses
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t'his reason, it is not expected t·bat the 0.031V per million
tons throughput spill rat·e experienced· in the contiguous 48
states will be observed in Valdez. There are presently
insufficient statistical data to verify this hypothesis.
The average spill rate for the contiguous 48 S·tates has
the'(efore been used to predict the 1985 spill rate for Valdez.
TABLE 4.2
COASTWISE SPILL THREAT (1985)

Area

Expected Spills/Yr

k

East Coast

9.16

Gulf Coast

8.05

West Coast

3.23

Alaskan Coast

3.8

Hawaii

0 •.19

Puerto Rico

0.09

*

~

50 1 000 gal*

means greater than or equal to

muiPMENT SITE SELECTION.
initiatives site selections

In accot:dance with .the goal of the Presidential
were conceived on the basis of achieving

a six-hour response to pollution incidents in

u.s.

waters.

Two general

approaches were used to select the sites where response equipment should
be located to optimfze the potential for achi·eving this goal.

One approach was to identify all acceptable debarkation ports (ports
having equipment to handle heavy response equip.ment, and sufficient
depth of water to allow support vessels to enter) in a region.

Sites

were then selected so as to encompass the greates·t number of possible
acceptable debarkation points within six hours transport t1lile of a site.
The other approach was to p.lace equipment as close as possible to those
areas having the greatest spill potential so as to minimize the response
time for as many spills as possible.

18 OCT 1973
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ports than lightering operations because of the greater reliability provided
by deepwater ports.

1985 SPILL POTENTIALS.

The expected 1985 spill potentials for a num·ber

of coastal areas of the United States were calculated from the spill rates
discussed above and estimates of 1985 throughputs, OCS and deepwater
port activities within each area.

The ten areas having the highest expected

spill potential are listed in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.1
AREAS OF HIGHEST EXPECTED SPILL POTENTIAL (1985)
Major Port Area

Expected S.pills/Yr • 50,000 gal*

Philadelphia, PA

5.07

Valdez, AK**

3.19

New Or leans, LA

2.71

New York Harbor

1.79

Los Angeles, CA

1.19

Richmond, CA

1.15

Pascagoula, MS

1.12

Baton Rouge, LA

1.06

Texas City, TX

1.03

Por.t Arthur, TX

0.88

The total expected number of spills in maj.or port areas on each Coast
and in Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico is indicated in Table 4.2.

•

~

**

means greater than or equal to
Oil transport operations in the Port of Valdez do not typify
traditional port operations in the contiguous 48 states. For
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are of the order of some 0.0027 spills greater than 50,000 gallons per
million tons of throughput volume.
nominal rate.

This is about one-tenth the existing

Since additional deepwater ports will be similar to LOOP,

comparable spill rates can be expected a.t these facilities.

LIGHTERING.

A further alternative to enlarging and deepening

is an operational procedure known as "ligbtering".

u.s.

ports

In this procedure

oil is transferred at sea· from a very large crude carrier to a smaller
tank vessel, which in turn delivers. the product to a nearby port.

Lightering

is common off the West and Gulf coasts.

The process .is intuitively less controlled than would be a transfer
operation at a deepwater port.

It also involves two vessels operating

in close proximity to one another.

waters is absent however.

The problem of operation in res.tricted

Since lightering is typically performed beyond

the contiguous zone, no accurate data are available on spill statistics.

The

spill threat for spills greater than 50,000 gallons from this source is
probably greater than the 0. 0027 rate for a deepwater port but less than
the overall rate of 0.031 for the U.S.

An added difference between the lightering opera.tions and the deepwater

port is that the lightering operation results in additional tanker traffic
from the operation, whereas the deepwater port utilizes a pipeline.

Since

the projected level of oil movement through the contiguous states is
expected to increase by approximately 60% over the next few years, i.t is
anticipated that more emphasis will be placed on the use of deepwater
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Review of existing data indicates that the expected rate for spills
greater than 50,000 gallons from this source is about 0.000245 spills
per million transient tons.

This· is more than two orders of magnitude below the nominal spill rate
associated with tbroughput.

Spills from t·his source are therefore not

considered to be of importance for the purpose of this study.
ODTER CONTINENTAL SHELF WELL FIELDS.

Spills can also result from the

numerous oil wells located along the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS).

u.s.

Geological Survey data iDdicate the potential for spills as a result of
OCS activities is 0.027 V per million tons (Mt).
the nominal spill rate of 0. 031 V/llT.

This is comparable to

The potential threat from OCS

production can be put in better perspective if one notes that
while the spill rates per million tons of throughput are comparable, the
total OCS production for any one year through 1990 is not expected to
exceed 117 MT, or approximately 1/7 of the total waterborne petroleum
throughput in the study region for t·he year 1977 alone.

DEEPWATER PORTS.

With few exceptions, the ,ports of the United States are

not deep enough t·o accommodate very large crude carriers.

An alterative

to deepening existing ports is to develop deepwater ports (DWPs) offshore.
There have been two serious applicants for offshore deepwater port licenses.
It now appears that the two, LOOP, 18 miles off t'he coast of Louisiana,
and SEADOCK, some 26 miles off the coast. of Texas are likely
developed in the immediate future.

to be

ln addition to these two consid-

era.tion is being given to a deepwater port off the east and west
coasts.

The spill rates expected for the

28

overall operation of LOOP
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Data for spills greater than or equal to 50,000 gallons were utilized in
determining the spill threat.

This was primarily done to insure that the

spill potentials derived would approximately reflect the potential for
spills of a significant size.

A subsequent investigation of the dis-

tribution of spills from 10,000 to 50,000 gallons indicated .that the spill
threat in the various regions is similar for both segments of the spill
dis.tribution.

The results of these analyses follow:

PORT OPERATIONS,.

Earlier studies o.f spill data postulated a relationship

between spill rate and the volume of petroleum going in and out of a
specific area (throughput).

This throughput and spill relationship was

. tested for data on discharges greater than 50.,000 gallons for the years
1974-77.

The results obtained suggest that, on the average, the number

of spills greater than 50,000 gallons that can be expected to occur in

•

an area in a year is equal to about 0.031 V per million tons, where V
is the annual throughput in millions of tons through t,he area.

Observed

variances in the nominal spill rate further indicate that the extremes of
differences between predicted and observed numbers of spills are about
plus or minus one or two spills over the range of individual port throughput that can be expected.

At existing throughput rates,, approximately 22

spills great.er .than 50,000 gallons can be expected to occur in the U.S.
this year (1978).

TRANSIENT

TAl~RS

AND BARGES.

In add·ition to the spill potential related

to petroleum flow in or out of a given location, each area is subjected to
a further threat as a consequence of petroleum movement via transient
tankers and barges en route to or from destinations outside the area.

1 S OCT 1976
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4.
GENERAL.

SITING CRITERIA

Several analyses were conducted to determine how to proceed

in selecting locations to site equipment in order to meet the six-hour
response goal stated in the Presidential message.

It can be argued that

the only way to achieve a six-hour response is to blanket the coast with
equipment and standby personnel.

Initial irNestigations however, indicated

that many areas of ·the country have little or no oil production or

~raffic.

From the information derived below it can be shown that the possibility of
a pollution incident of a significant size is several orders of magnitude
less in these areas than in areas where oU is routinely handled in or on
water.

Siting configurations were therefore developed to achieve a six-hour
response in those areas of the country that can be shown to be the most
probable locations for major pollution incidents, rather than for every
geographical location.

The resulting configuration is,

shown to provid'e

significant response coverage over a large number· of the geographical
areas were oil pollution incidents of significance can be expected to
occur.

SPILL THREAT ANALYSIS.

Analyses were performed to determine the spill

potential for various geographical locations around the United States.
To accomplish this it was necessary to determine the _spill potential
that could be expected for each of the various modes of oil production
and transport.
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TAB~

3.1 (Continued)

Project

Time to Complete

Potential for Success

Anticipated Costs
( $000 1 8)

Good

7,500

5 years

Good

1,000

Insure adequate stock of dispersants
available

2 years

Good

1,200

Modify Coast Guard vessels .nd aircraft*
to spray dispersants

2 - 5 years

Good

1,200

Develop Arctic/ice response capability*

3 - 5 year

Modify Coast Guard cutters to provide
support to recovery operations

3 years

Develop characteristics needed for
future Coast Guard cutters to be able
to support marine environaental program

Poor- Fair

4,900

*Times and cost noted are for completion of Research and Development. ~tablishing
general operational capability for successful technology would require an
additional 1 to 4 yeara and additional funding.

It)

N

TABLE 3.1
SUMMARY OF. PROJECTED COSTS FOR ADVANCING 'l'HE $'l'A'l'E OF THE AR'l'
POLLUTION USi'ONSE TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS

Anticipated Costa
· ($000 'a)

Time to Complete

Potential for Success

Seek international agreement to make
tanker information av&ila})le during
emergencies

_5 years

Good

3,000 (internat~onal
economic impact)

Establish standby contracts for tugs
and tank vessels

1 year

Good

300

2 years

Good

to

Project

Utilize
standby

MARAD reserve
tank vessels

fleet as

Improve vessel damage assessment/salvage*
capabilit~es/offloading equipment

annually

~

Fair - Good

6,900

3 years

Good

1, 700

5 years

Good

2,600

1 year

Poor - Unlikely to
accomplish countrywide

to be

2 - 5 years

determined

Advance sea state in which oil recovery*
units will function
a) Sweeping barrier
b) Vessel of Opport\inity
Skimming System
~xecute

vessels

atan4by contract for support

deter~e4

Offloading operations may be slowed down by temperature when heavy residual
fuels are involved, but can be undertaken provided that the safety of
response personnel is not jeopardized by existing weather conditions.

Regardless of the advances made to the state of the art, there will be
occasions when adverse weather conditions, considerations for the safety of
response personnel, and other factors, will prohibit response efforts from
being effective.

A s\DIIlUry of the funding required to perform the various action tasks outlined
above is included in Table 3. 1.
1978 costs.

Dollar figures indicated are approximate

Pinal determination of expenditure levels will require detailed

acquisition, and research and development planning.
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influence of ice in varying forms of an oil spill recovery operation is

complex an.d can be dealt with only by specific discussion of the various
possible situations.

Por the purpose of this report, it .suffices to state

that while conditions will tend to confine the spilled oil by D&tural containaent and retard evaporation, the time .frames over which response actions can
be taken will expand.

bcovery will, however, be .ade more 4ifficult and on

•ome occasions tapossible.

Although there are specific equipment Deeds to npport Arctic and INb-arctic
response, existing state of the art equipment would appear to bave application
through engineering adaptation.

It is recommended that the Coast Guard take

action to accomplish this.

SUMMARY.

In conclusion, it would appear that the existing limitations on state

of the art pollution response equipment can be extended, so that oil recovery
operations can be conducted in up to ten-foot wind driven seas.

Preliminary

investigations also indicate that most oils will be fully 4ispersed into the
water column when sea states are in excess of 10 feet in height.

Por the immediate future, it appears that state of the art

rec~ery

be made to function in up to seven-foot wind driven seas.

Weather winc5ows

units can

between winter storms in the most probable locations for pollution incidents
,•

can be expected to be of approximately 70 hours duration, a period in which
considerable recovery operations can be undertaken.

22

dispersants in any weather in. which an oil slick exists.

~e

ltmiting sea

state would appear to be approxtmately a six foot wind driven sea for
aechanical recovery.

~e

vreatest potential for winter pollution incidents in the 48 lrtates, exists

in the northeast sector of the United States.

Because of this, an analysis was

performed. to determine the persistence of waves with a 11i91lificant wave height
of less than six feet for Hlected points along tile Borth Atlantic coast.

tfbe

resu1 ts indicate that an average duration of weather favorable to recovery of
sU.9htly less than '70 hours can be expected, with 34tl of the periods of favorable
weather exceeding this time.

A •weather window" of this size is considered to

offer a flOOd potential for carrying out recovery operations.

Since this is the

average weather window, it must be recognized that periods of less than '70 hours
will also occur.

As the size of the window dtminishes, the potential for carry-

ing out a successf.ul response operation can be expected to dtminish rapidly.

Wbile the potential for pollution incidents can be shown to be much less along
'

'

the Pacific Northwest and in the Gulf of Alaska than along the Northeast Coast,
the conditions in the 'North Pacific Coast will often be such that recovery
operations will not be possible.

'Nevertheless it is believed that it is

necessary to maintain a recovery capability in these areas so that whatever
recovery is permitted· by weather conditions can be carried out promptly.

4lhere are a number of locations in the country where winter temperatures will
quickly cool. unheated oil to the point where it can no longer be pumped.

As

previously stated, there is a high potential that an improved capability to pump
cooled oil can be cSeveloped.

Low temperatures are therefore viewed as slowing

down operations rather than prohibiting them from being carried out.
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The stocJcs of dispersants currently within the ·O.s. are believed to be quite
limited.

Further, although application teclmiques have been developed for

spraying from surface vessels, and from both helicopter and fixed winged air-

.---

craft, there are few vessels and aircraft within the
dispersants.

u.s.

that can be used to spray

It is recommended that the, Coast Guard either stock or arrange

for a minimum amount of dispersants to be stocked, so that, an adequate supply
will be available in time of need.

'lbe Cbast Guard 8hould aleo -.odify a

aufficient number of vessels and aircraft to insure that it will be possible
to spray dispersants when necessary •

..·
WEATHER CONSIDERATIONS •

1'he fact that fifty-five percent of historical spills,

resulting in sixty-five percent of the total spill volume have occurred in
winter, indicates that any response system must have some potential for being
successful between November and March if it is to be effective.

For

this reason, an investigation vas carried out to determine the frequency and·
length of winter storms passing through a region, or conversely the frequency
and persistence of seas favorable to the most weather dependent p:»rtion of
the response operation.

Based on the above state of the art review, exclusive of ice conditions, it
would appear that offloading operations can be undertaken whenever conditions
4o not jeopardize the safety of response personnel.

The period of time required

to acccaplish the oper,ation, can however, be expected to ..increase in direct
relation to the severity of the wather encountered.

Recovery operations will

be limited, at least in the near future, to wind driven aeas of five to aeven

feet. in height.

It further appears tba.t it should be possible to spray
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FAST CURRENTS.

__

.__.,;._ __

....

. ... _.... - -·

'l'he existing limitations for recovery units functioning in

areas of high current aay be siqnificantly raised in the near future.

'l'he

Coast Guard is presently constructing a prototype oil recovery vessel which
vas shown to have the potential for recovering oil in currents of up to eight
knots during full scale mockup testing.
use.

%f

succ~ssful,

'l'his device is designed for harbor

these recovery devices should be placed in areas through-

out the country where fast current conditions and oil transportation exist.
An

extension of this concept to open water situations is also reCOIIIIIlended, if

it proves successful in river and harbOr conditions.

DISPERSANTS..

An

alternative to oil spill recovery is redistribution of the

oil in the water and/or air.

'rile potential effectiveness of the various

distribution techniques was examined in detail, since it is recognized that
there will be times when it will not be possible to accomplish mechanical
recovery.

' a purely techntcal
The most promising dispersal technique; from

point of view, appear,s to be the use of chemical dispersants·.

Chemical dispersants remove oil from the water sur.face and suspend it as tiny
droplets in the water column.
the oil.

'l'his usually results in d1minished movement of

It also presents a qreater oil surface area for naturally occurring

oil degrading microbes to work on.

The use of chemical dispersants might be

contemplated to protect an environmentally sensitive area, or to reduce a
potential fire hazard, when weather conditions make the
devices impossible.

~e

of oil recovery

There is controversy regarding dispersant effectiveness

and the ecological effects of adding them to an already stressed environment.
~his

problem is currently being addressed by the Environmental Protection Agency.
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not recommended that development of a dedicated recovery vessel be undertaken.

Whether the ultimate open water recovery unit proves to be a sweeping-type barrier
or a different type recovery system used in a

voss,

ability to store a large amount of recovered oil.

there is a need for obtaining an
The resolution to this problem

vas addressed earlier for tanker offloa1Ung operations.

~wAND

SUPPORT VESSELS.

'!'here is an important need for vessels having very low

speed towing and aaneuver.ing capability to support either a aki111111ing barrier or to
function as a

voss.

As will be shown subsequently, a response to a aassive epill

will require the availability of a large but reasonable number of such vessels.

A

preliminary survey indicates that there is a low availability of this required type
of vessel around the

u.s.

'l'he problem may be reduced somewhat by having standby

contracts and/or arrangements with regional fishing fleets, tug.s, offshore. supply
boats, and the Navy for vessels having the required characteristics.

However, it

would appear that the only way to guarantee the availability of at least a nominal
number of suitable recovery support vessels, will be to take steps to insure that
the greatest possible number of Coast Guard boats and vessels have the necessary
characteristics.

'l'his will require that the Coast Guard lllOdify existing vessels, to

the extent practical, and specifically design new construction vessels to support
the marine environmental protection program.

Further, these units must routinely

t,rain for this mission to provide for efficient recovery operations when necessary.
It is rec0111111ended that the Coast Guard pursue the above outlined lines of action.
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prototype demonstration stage at this point.

It is anticipated, however, that

a system can possibly be developed that will func.tion in up to ten-foot seas.
Although a VOSS will not encounter as much oil as a skimming barrier, it is
uncertain whether the skimming barrier can be adapted for use in up to ten-foot
seas.

It is therefore recommended that the Coast Guard pursue the development

of a VOSS in parallel with the operational testing of the barrier.

Unless

prearrangements are 111Ade to place fittings on selected vessels, it will be
difficult to initiate a rapid response aro1md a voss-type system.

Further,

using unprepared vessels will tend to result in a less efficient recovery
operation due to the necessity of formulating
the vessel

~or

~~&keshift

arrangements to adapt

use in recovery operations.

A large dedicated skimming vessel would be the ultimate concept for open water
recovery of oil in the highest sea state in which a slick might exist.

SUch a

vessel would have to be, an extremely seaworthy, self-contained, relatively
high speed, manned vessel with a primary mission of oil response operation.
Any number of recovery concepts could be used and considerable on board oil
storage capacity could be incorporated.

A significant constraint of this

desiqn concept would be its limited range of operation.

This would necessi-

tate the acquisition of a number of such vessels if wide geographical coverage
is desired.

A dedicated vessel has the same limitations as a VOSS in that it

has a relatively small sweep width over which to encounter oil as compared to
a skimming barrier.

It would therefore have to

eithe~

travel at a higher

apeed than the barrier or require additional time to cover the same area.
latter is considered more likely.

'lhe

Because of these limitations, the antici-

pated high life cycle cost, and the fact that it is unlikely that oil will
remain on the surface of the water in seas greater than 10 to 12 feet, it is
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from a thickened pool created by a containment boom.
function on the unconfined ,slick.

Others are designed to

'!'here is presently no one skimmer than can

perform optimally over the wide range of oils and conditions that occur.
!~'here

are eeveral recovery Wlits, that can be expected to function in five foot

eeas and currents or speeds of advance less than about 1-1 1k knots.

-ftle

analysis of state of the art skimmers performed to support this study indicated than, ·an open water ekilaming device that the Coast Guard is presently
4eveloping appears to have a better potential for being IIUccessful in ncovering oil in higher eea lltates than other lltate of the art systems.

tt'bis

system essentially incorporates a skimmer into the open water containment
booms previously discussed.

It is expected to function in up to five foot

seas. _since qualitative testing indicates that the boom may function in up
to ten foot seas it may be possible that the skimming barrier can be made to
function in similar conditions provided safe operational procedures can be
developed.

Two tow vessels and a storage container for the recovered oil are

needed to operate a skimming barrier.
the container.
at one knot.

Another vessel may be needed to tend

All of the vessels would be required to function with control
SUpport requirements are_therefore considered to place limita-

tions on this system.

This is discussed in further detail below.

VESSEL OF OPPORTUNITY SKIMMING SY,STEM (VOSS) •

A new concept that appears to '

bold promise of providing an oil recovery capability in higher sea states
involves aounting a relatively portable skimming device on a vessel of opportunity.

'fhis vessel of opportunity skimming system would then incorporate the

desirable features of a seaworthy platform and the ready mobility and flexibility of the skimmer package.

'l'his concept is in the conceptual design or
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comparative analysis performed in support of this study indicated that the
Coast Guard-developed Open Water Containment System is representative of the
state of the art i:n open water boom.

Open water tests with oil have shown

that this boom is functional in five-foot seas, 20-knot winds, and one-knot
currents.

Recent qualitative tests indicate that the boom may actually

function satisfactorily in sea states approaching ten feet in height.

Ongoing research indicates that there may be a sea condition beyond which all
of the spilled oil will be Daturally dispersed into the water column because
of the mixing which is caused by wind and· wave action.

Preliminary results

j,nc!icate that aixing aay begin with wind driven eeas as low as three feet,
and be essentially complete for most oils when the wind driven seas exceed
10 to 12 feet.

These results, though of a preliminary Dature, appear to

indicate that improvement in oil containment capabilities beyond approximately
ten foot seas is unlikely.

Techniques have been developed whereby booms can be used to deflec.t or slow
down the spread of oil in areas of fast current.

There is limited prospect

of a significant breakthrough that would enable individual booms to be more·
effective in fast current envb:onments.

other approaches for dealing with

fast current conditions are. being pursued and will be discussed below.

OIL RECOVERY.

Recovery actions involve removing oil from the water's surface

by devices col!llllonly referred to as skimmers.

While there are many kinds of

skimmers, they can 9enerally be divided into two groups in terms of their
j,ntended mode of operational application.

Some are intended to recover oil

1 s ·ocT 1s1a
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Even if the above improvements are made, cases will OQcur when it will .be
necessary to consider offloading a small percentage of the cargo (jettisoning)
to quickly remove the vessel from a precarious position, either before offloading can begin to be completed.

This would become necessary when either

the weather conditions and/or integrity of the ship caused the vessel to be
.in imminent danger of breaking up and discharging its car9o .into the sea .•

Decisions to jettison or to temporarily put a vessel firmly on the bottom, so
that it can better withstand the forces being placed on .it are cU.fficult to
make.

'.l'hey are presently made more difficult by the lack of a method to

make quick assessments of a vessel's c1amaged condition.

Likewise, once a

decision is aade, its implementation may require layin9 heavy
performing equally time consuming tasks.
capabilities in this area.

~rin9s

or

There is a definite need to improve

As required by the National Oil and Hazardous

Substance Contingency Plan, the

u.s.

Navy Supervisor of Salvage provides the

necessary salvage expertise needed to deal with pollution incidents involvin9
tank vessel C}roundings and strandings.
Guard, in cooperation with the

u.s.

It is recommended that the Coast

Navy Supervisor of Salvage, accomplish

t:he research necessary to make needed improvements in these areas.

Since improvements in offload'ing operations have a good potential for
further reducin9 the amount of oil enter.ing the environment, the highest
priority should be given to action items that will improve offloading
capabilities.

CONTAINMENT.
(booms)

An oil slick is contained through the use of floatin9 fences

that protrude above and beneath the surface of the water •

The
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Where such contracts cannot be obtained, it aay be necessary to provide
lightering (offloading) capacity in the form of government-leased or owned
vessels.

'!l'his would require maintenance and support funds, and possibly a

capital investment.

'!l'he capital costs may be reduced by utilization of tank

vessels from the reserve flee-t maintained by the Maritime Administration.

A

detailed survey of these vessels would be required to determine their state
of repair before they could be seriously considered for this purpose.
Although the use of atanc!by contracts. is considered to be potentially less
costly it is recODDended that the Coast Guard further investigate both
alternatives and implement the latter only if sufficient coverage cannot be

..

accomplished by executing standby contracts.

VESSEL DAMAGE ASSESSMENT/SALVAGE.

Several major problems may be encountered

when attempting to offload a distressed and/or leaking vessel.

First the

integrity of a tank vessel, even one in good repair, can be jeopardized if
liquid loads are removed without regard to the stresses placed on the vessel
during the unloading. process.
become even more critical.

When the vessel is damaged, such actions

Unless the. ship's plans and stability information

are readily available, it is not possible to develop a safe offloading plan
in a minimum of time.

'!l'here are presently no regulations or agreements that

will insure that the needed information will be available in time of
emergency.

Xt .ts therefore recommended that an international agreement be

sought through the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization to
have tanker owners deposit the required data at a location to be named by
the country of registry, so that, the information can be accessed rapidly
in times of emergency.
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An analysis of existing portable offloading systems performed in support of

this •tudy identified the Coast Guard-developed emergency offloading system,
cODIIlanly referred to as ADAPTS, and similar commercial systems as being
representative of the state of the art.

These systems are air transportable,

end can pump 1,000 to 2,000 gallons per minute of a typical crude at moderate temperature.

~

basic limitations are involved with the portable offloading units t.bem-

aelve&·•

fte aee of larger tankers makes it desirable 1:0 have portable pumps

with higher capacity.

'lbere appears to be little likellhooc!l for developing

higher capacity portable pumps that will fit through normal tank openings.
Another problem is that heavy residual oils become essentially non-pumpable
when cooled to temperatures normally found in the northern portions of the
country during winter.

Although the capability to handle large volumes of

cooled heavy oils does not exist, it appears that it can be developed.

It

is recommended that this developnent be pursued by the Coast Guard.

A major problem in conducting offloading operations is finding a vessel to
receive the offloaded oil.

Past experiences have indicated that it can take

from 12 to 30 hours to find a tank vessel to offload into.

While state of

the art air transportable rubber bladder bags can hold about 247,.000 gallons
(823 tons), they are difficult to handle and· too small to serve as other

than a atop gap measure.

This problem can most likely be ·reduced on a local

or regional level by having the Federal 90vernment enter into standing
contracts with commercial operator.& that would insure the availability of an
ocean going tug and tank vessel within a short period of time whenever an
incident occurs.

12
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RESPONSE TECHNIQUES AND SYSTEMS

The purposes of this section are to:

def.ine the limiting factors on the

various state of the art oil pollution response techniques and systems, to
discuss the feasibility of improving state of the art capabilitiesr and to
recommend a course of action for improving the existing response capability.

~ere

are normally three operational phases to a pollution response incident.

"file £irst actions taken 1 whenever possible 1 are to attempt to reduce the
amount of oil that will be ·•pilled during an incident.

Steps are then taken

to prevent or control the spread of oil which has been spilled to minimize
the size of the ef.fected area.

Finally, the contained oil is removed from

the water surface with the aid of mechanical devices called ski111111ers.
Techniques for redistributing or breaking down the oil are sometimes used
~nstead

of skimming.

OFFLOADING.

Actions to reduce the amount of oil which might be spilled

during an incident usually

~nvolve

pumping oil from a ruptured tank or from

a sound tank to help refloat a stranded vessel and avoid a pollution
~ncident.

A ship's normal pumping system or a portable emergency offloading

system may be used to accomplish this objective.

Although a ship's pumping

system usually operates eight to ten times faster than portable units, the
aMp's installed unit may be rendered inoperative by the vessel casualty and
cannot be counted upon.

11
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.•
NATIONAL INVENTORY OF RESPONSE EQUIPMENT/CAPABILITY.

'l'he intent of this

effort was to determine the extent to which a Federal response system
capable of dealing with discharges of oil in open water environments should
be developed to insure that the Presidential response goals would be met.
Beach cleanup was not included because past experiences indicated that a
cCIIIIIIlucial oil spill cleanup industry existed that could be expected to
provide a near shore capability, including a work force for cleaning up
~apacted

shore areas.

Past experience also indicated that very little open

water response capability existed throughout the country.

A national inventory of pollution response eq11ipment in the commercial,
private, and public sectors vas conducted in conj.unction. with this study
effort to insure that response req11irements developed by the study cUd not
duplicate existing capabilities.

'l'he results of this effort indicated that

commercial and private cleanup concerns, have large inventories of beach
cleanup eq11ipment and harbor boom located througho.ut the country.

However,

little harbor sk:i:mming capability and virtually no open 11fBter response
capability were found to exist outside of the government sector.

'l'hese

results have been incorporated in the ·recommended response and equipment
levels.

'the Cbast Guard intends to maintain the national inventory to facilitate
obtaining large amounts of equipment dur.ing a discharge of significant
proportion.

'l'he system has been computerized and is currently accessed

through 53 remote data terminals located throughout the

u.s.

at Cbast Guard

field units.

10
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e.

Past major spills of oil and those having a potential for discharge

of up to 100,000 tons were studied in detail.

From this analysis, the

circunstances and expected outflow rates most likely to occur as a result
of a massive spill were determined.

Scenarios were then developed for

aassive discharges at those locations considered to be more likely than
others, so that, overall offloading and recovery requirements for 9eneral

ana

worst case massive spill situations could be estimated.

f.

(Section 5)

Bxi&ting pollution response equipment and techniques were critically

rated to determine their utility under various expected weather conditions
so that the potential for success under these conditions could be estimated.
In this manner, it was possible to identify those state of the art systems
showing the most promise as well as the levels of success Which could be
expected.
made.

g.

'l'he process also identified areas where improvements could be

(Section 3)

~e

levels of most promising state of the art equipment needed within

each site area were then determined.

Levels were then adjusted to reflect

equipment available from commercial, private, and other governmental
sources.

h.

(Section 6)

A research, development, testing and evaluation program was

'foraulated to support the development of operational techniques and equipment deemed necessary to fill existing deficiencies in the state of the art
and for which a reasonable level of success could be expected.

(Section 3)

13 OCT 1978
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The conclusions and recoiiD!lendations of the Task Force are IINiml\arized in Section 7 o
METHODOLOGY.

A general outline of the steps taken in order to determine the

feasibility of achieving the above stated qoals is presented below.

"l'he

secti~n

in

which the specific procedures are discussed is shown at the end of each paragraph.
a.

'l'he historic spill rates were estimated at various geographic locations

throughout the United States from the records of spills greater than 50,000 gallons
'for ail oil production and transportation aodes (tank vessels, deepwater ports,
lightering vessels, pipelines and OUter O>ntinental Shelf activities).
b.

(Section 4)

llstimates were aacSe of the amount of oil that .:>uld be pr-oduced ancS

transported by each of these activities in the

u.s.

in 1985.

Using the estimated

spill rates and projected activity levels, the potential for spills was determined

u.s.

for each geographic location along the
co

coastal waters in 1985.

(Section 4)

Locations for siting response equipnent were then generated by placing equip-

ment as close as possible to geographical areas having the greatest spill potential.
Locations were also determined by identifying acceptable debarkation points from Which
a major response effort could be launched, and selecting sites to encompass the
greatest number of possible cSebarkation points.

d.

(Section 4)

"l'he resulting configurations were critically evaluated against one another by

comparing the mean value of response time, expected frac.tion of responses to most probable locations for incicSents in excess of six hours, and the fraction of historic
spills greater than 50,000 gallons occurring within six hours of the proposecS sites.
(Section 4)
8
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would be delivered on a continui.nq basis as required.

It' must be recognized that

t·here will be occasions when weather conditions and considerations involvinq the
safety of per.sonnel will preclude the use of equipment delivered to the scene,.
'l'he 9eneral contents of the subsequent sections of the report are outlined below:
Section 3 evaluates the current state of the art of pollution response equipment
and techniques.

~t

also identifies specific· problem areas that bave limited the suc-

cess ·of past response operations.

'l'he proqnosis for extendinq. the state of the art

and for reducinq or eliminatinq, operational restrictions is considered.
%n Section 4, the criteria utilized for deterainin9 the 'J&OCJraphical locations for

siting equipment are developed.

ifbe. ~ill threat potential for the various ways that

oil is moved and produced is discussed.

Expected 1985 spill potentials for various

9eographical locations are indicated, as is the method for developing and evaluatinq
site confiCJUrations for equipment storaqe.
Massive spill considerations are discussed in section 5.
vor.ldwide massive spills from various sources.

'l'his section reviews past

Most probable locations for massive

spills based on 1985 oil flow projections are also discussed.

Finally, the types of

massive spills which might occur, as well as the operational requirements which they
would impose, are outlined.
Section 6 develops the criteria for determininq the amount of equipment which should
be located at each specific site within a 9eographical region, and within the country
as a Whole.

'this section includes a discussion of equipment levels for both IIL&ssive

and non-massive spill responses, and the need for establishing Emergency Port 'l'ask
Forces at recommended sites.

7
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BACKGROUND.

A

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY

number of pollution incidents occurred during the winter of 1976-77

which caused the President to issue a message on 17 March 1,977 in which he outlined
initiatives for reducing maritime oil pollution.

In response to this, the Q)ast

Guard conducted a number of study efforts to determine the feasibility of:
o

Developing a capability to be able to respond effectively to pollution

.incidents within six hours of DOtification.
o

Maintaining a sufficient amount of eql1ipment to be able to cope vith an oil

apill of ap to 100,000 tons.
o

Xmproving the Coast Guard's overall ability to respond to pollution incidents,

particularly during periods of extreme weather.

A

Task Force vas established to integrate the results of the studies that determined

the feasibility of meeting these goals and to formulate an implementation plan.
I

For purposes of this report., when the location of the pollution incident dic,tates
that air or land transport of response equipment is required, response time is
defined as the time required to deliver equipment from the nearest equipment storage
site (ti.mewiseJ to the staging site designated for the incident.
When the location of the incident indicates that equipment can be delivered by water
from the nearest equipment storage site, response time is defined as the time
required to deliver response equipment from the storage site to the scene of the
pollution incident.

Time delays have been included in estimated response times to

account for briefing personnel,, and preparing equipment for transport.
~e

initial 6 hour response effort is intended to deliver the equipment considered

necessary to permit an effective response action to be mounted.

6

Additional equipment
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the proposed program might be able to extend' the state of the art to reco'lrer
oil

~n

up to ten foot seas.

The expected improvements in offloading operations will enable heavy
residual fuels to be pumped in cold temperatures, provided that the safety
of response personnel would not be jeopardized by existing conditions.

This

capability does not generally exist at the present time .•

ne program will also result in IIOdif.ications to etate of the art response
equipaent ao that it aay be used in arctic and BUb-arctic environlllents.

While many advances to the state of the art may be expected from the
proposed program, there will continue to be occasions when severe weather
conditions, considerations for the safety of response personnel, and other
factors will prohibit effective response efforts.

Costs contained in this report are approximate, and ar.e stated in 1978 dollars.
Final determinations of expenditure levels will require more detailed acquisition,
and research and development planning.

Locations identified for siting equipment

may require minor changes when more detailed site surveys are developed.

1 3 OCT 1978
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'1'o

improve the implementation of existing technology and procedures 1 it is

recoJIIDended that action be taken to':
o

Obtain an international agreement to make technical information for

performing damage assessments on tankers readily available.

o

Assure the availability of tan'k vessels for offloadinq and recovery

operations ($300,000).
o

'Improve operational techniques for oil recovery ( $600,000).

o

hsure adequate availability of dispersants ($1.2M).

o

Develop characteristics for future 1 and modify existinq Coast Guard

cutters to support 11Ulrine environmental protec,tion proqram ( $8. 5M) •

A research and development effort of approximately $4 ./c;M per year is also

recommended to support necessary advances to the state of the art in dealing
with pollution incidents.

o

The principal programs involve efforts to:

Xmprove vessel assessment/salvaqe capabilities/offloadinq equipment

($6.9M, over 5 years).

o

Improve the ability of oil recovery units to function ($8.9M, over

5 years).

o

Develop Arctic/ice response capability ($4.9M, over 5 years).

Over the !BDediate future, the recommended program should result in
techniques that permit state of the art recovery units to function in from
five to seven foot wind driven seas.

It would appear that over the lonq run,

4
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GOAL fJ 3 - IMPROVING RESPONSE EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES.
limitations inherent in the proposed response system.

'l'here are. functional
Some exist because

of a need for improved operational techniques, limited availability of
information, or proper support equipment.

Others result from equipment

limitations which require enqineerinq application of research. and development efforts.

A final qroup of limitations are utural constraints that

probably cannot be surmounted by any 4evelopnental efforts presently
~oreseen.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

'l'he followinq actions are required to implement the six

hour response and 100,000 ton goals:

o

Procure the $32 .• BM of oil pollution response equipment specified in

this report, and

o

Establish Emerqency Port Task Forces and locate response equipment at

fourteen sites in the contiquous forty-eiqht states (Boston, MA; New York,
NY; Philadelphia, PA; Portsmouth, VA; Clearwater, FL; Pascaquola, MSr New
Orleans, LA; Sabine, TX; Galveston, TX; Port Aransas, 'l'X; Los Anqeles, CA;
San Francisco, CA; Seattle, WA; and: Chicaqo, IL), as well as in Alaska,
Hawaii., and Puerto Rico.

A one-time cost of approximately $13M is required

to procure and construct facilities to bouse equipment and personnel.

A

recurrinq cost of approximately $10M is required to provide for the
necessary response personnel (333), maintenance, support and upkeep.

'l'he capability of the

reco~~~nended

response system can be ·improved by more

effective implementation of existinq tecbnoloqy and procedures.

A number of

advances in the state of the art also appear feasible and should be
considered.

1 3 OCT 1978
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~e

resulting response system gives

~ix

hour coverage with varying response

capability weighted according to the spill potential of the area to twentysix aajor ports.

"l'he potential in 1985 for spills greater than 50,000

gallons ( 162 tons) in these port areas is expected to vary from five spills
per year to one in approximately eleven years.

'!be reccmmended system

should achieve a mean value response time of 2. 2 hours to spills in these
areas, with 99.5\ of all such spills having a response time of less than
six hours.

Meqnate coverage over tile coastal area in 9eneral should also

be achieved because 81.6\ of all oil ports having an annual tilroughput of at
least 1,000 tons (308,000 gallons) are within six hours of the proposed
sites.

None of the remaining 18.4\ ar.e located beyond ten hours.

GOAL t2 - MASSIVE SPILLS.

Since 1967, there have been only four incidents

worldwide where 100,000 or more tons of oil were dicharged into the marine
environment.

"l'hree of these spills were approximately 100,000 tons, and

one was 220,000 tons.
occurring in

o. s.

'!be threat of an incident of such a magnitude

waters is increasing due to economics of scale of oil

transport which dictate the continuing replacement of smaller tankers with
larger ones.
A study of past massive spills indicates that the total inventory resulting
from the regional pollution response eqnipnent levels proposed above will
permit timely responses to potential and actual pollution incidents of
massive proportions up to and including the 100,000 ton (30.,800,000 gallon)
goal.

~e

success of individual response efforts, however, is subject to

certain limitations as described in this report.

2
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EXEcuTIVE SUMMARY

'l'he President's message to Congress on 17 March 1977 outlined

BACKGROUND.

major initiatives to be taken to achieve the 90al of reducing maritime oil
pollution.

In response to these initiatives, the Coast Guard carried out a

series of studies to investiqate the feasibility of:

1.

Developing a capability to effectively respond to pollution

inci.Sents vfthin aix hours of notification,
2.

Developing and maintaining an inventory of equipment to permit the

Fe.Seral Government to respond to pollution inci.Sents of ap to 100,000 tons,
and
3.

Improving the Federal Government's overall ability to respond to

pollution incidents, particularly during periods of severe weather.
The findings and recommendations resulting from these studies are summarized
below:
GOAL 11 - SIX HOUR RESPONSE.

Adequate oil pollution control equipment can

be delivered in six hours to meet the threat of oil spills fn
waters projected to 1985.

u.s.

coastal

'l'his can be achieved by siting personnel and

equipment at the most probable locations of major pollution inci.Sents and by
employing a. combination of land, water and air transport.

'l'he volume and

con.Sitions under which past spills have occurred in4icate that each
9eoqraphical region of the country should have auf.ficient equipment to
permit a rapid response, on a reqional level to cope vitb '4ischarqes of up
to a few million qallons of oil.

1
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the public unquestionabl~y are using more care i.n the handling and.
tra,ns porta t ion of po 11 uti ng substances. At the same t iime, ~of course,
the posstbi:lity of oil spills will a~lways rematn, but thei,r
probability shoul·d d'im~·nish over time as the foregoing act tons
are taken.
Unl·ess. you believe that even higher :Pr·iority s'hould be accorded oil
sp n1 recovery ca pab n ity, we wi 11 not propose funding the program
set forth in the Coast GiJa,rd's report, but rather wnl consider it
in the context of our longer range planning for enhancing our
capability to deal with oil SP'ills.

.IJ / ..'

. --·

2

Actions to strengthen ship const·ruction and equipment standards.
Regulations have been proposed' to require segregated ·ballast
tanks, crude oi 1 washing systems~ improved steering systems and .
radars. Final standards will be published .by Jl!Jne 1979 and will
carry out reql!Jirements of the Pott and Tanker Safety Act of 1978
as well as international agreement reached in 1978 at the Tanker
Safety and Pollution Preventation Conference in which this
Department actively participated.
Improved control of and navigation of

vessels~

Adding to existing authorities, the Port and Tanker Safety Ac:t
of 1978 which you approved includes a·uthority to take seve,ral ·
program and regulatory actions that wi l1 reduce the vu~ nerabi 1 i ty
of tankers and other vessels, including authority to control
·
vessels in U.S. ports and waterways, establirshment of dedicated
lanes ("fairways") for vessel traffic, authority to develop a
traffic control system with neighboring countries, and other
measures wMch will be implemented· in the next severa·l years.
Actions to bri'ng into force internatio.nal agreements on improved
tanker.standards.
Steps are being taken to obtain Senate advice and consent to
ratification of the two protocols adopted by the International
Conference on Tanker Safety and Poll uti on Prevention in February
1978. These protocols, when tn force, will?raise oil tanker
standards world-wide. Early United States ratification of these
protocols, together wHh national implementation (already well
underway), will encourage other governments to ratify wi:thout
delay, thus hastening entry into force on a global basis.

v

Improved Coast Guard ability to respond to oil pollution emergencies.
With budget resources .provided in pa.st years the Coast Gl:lard, by
early 1979, will have for the first time limited' capability to
deal with maJor spills. With funds p.rovided i:n FY 1979, the
Coast Guard will be able to procure equiJpment to increase its
recovery capability to approximately 5.5thousand tons~ (1.9
million gallons) per day. At the_ same ti:me, the Coast Guard is
carrying on R&D projects to improve oil spill response capability
and is strengthening navigation and vessel traffic systems.
In short, we beli'eve major progress is being made in achievir:~g our
objectives in this a.rea. An important factor in this picture is the
greatly enhanced public awareness of and sensiti'vity to the seriousness
of oil spills and thei'r environmental consequences. Both irndustry and·
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE. PRESIDENT
ATTENTION.:

:FROM:

Brock Adams

Sl:JBJECT:

Study of Improving Oil Polluti.on Clean..;Up Response

In your message to Congress of March 1,7, 1977, on maritime oil pollution
you directed a. broad range of government acti:ons to mi ti.gate the environmental hazards of .mari:ne oi.l po.lluUon. Among. the follow-up actions you
indicated that the Administration wou:ld ... .,.evaluate the co.sts and
feasibility of upgradi:ng /oil sptll response capa:bilit,v' to .provide
adequate response wi th.i n six hours for a spi 11 of up to 1 00,000 tons of
o H • " I am transmHt ing !herewi·th for your cons iderati Ol!li a study prepared;
by the U:.S. Coast Guard that fuHy explores thiis issue.
In bri!ef, the study concl'udes that it i1s techni'c::ally possibl>e, given
suffilcient resources,, to meet the suggested goals usi'ng. recently developed
oil .pollutiion cor:~trol equipment. It would' require a one-Ume capital
investment of some $48 million and '$9.7 'mill:f:on in a:nnual operating costs,
in part to pay for 414 add'ed Coa·st Guard personnel who· would be a,ssigned
on a staindby basis for ·oil pollutiior:t control.
These resources are not included i·n the Department•s FY 1980 'budget
proposals, matnay because r bel ;:eve. that the other measures which you
directed in your oil pollution message are beginni:ng to ta·ke hold and
w.ill signifkantly diminish the potential. for major pollution incidents
over the next several years. Moreover, in the regular research, capital
and operating budgets of the Coast Guard, about $17 million have been
included in the past four years to improve oil spill response capability.
As noted below, these resources are also. being applied effectively to the
a.chi·evement of our oil pollution objectives.
Following is a brief summa.ry of the major actions taken or underway to
carry out the recommendations of your oil ,pollution message which will
progressively, over a period of years., reduce this hazard to our
environment:
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